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ABSTRACT
This pamphlet is a synthesis of the discussions that

took place at a conference on the teaching of elementary mathematics
using a laboratory approach. Presented is a definition of a
laboratory approach followed by synopses on different settings for a
laboratory approach, the role of the teacher, student produced
materials and the use of activity cards in a laboratory approach.
Disadvantages in laboratory approaches and the use of laboratory
activities within a traditional setting are also reviewed. A list of
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BACKGROUND INFORMATION

In recent years educators have
grown increasingly interested in us-
ing laboratory approaches to teach
mathematics. New York City haS been
a center of activity for experiment-
ing with laboratory approaches. The
personnel of the Madison Project have
fostered the trend by conducting
teacher inservice workshops and pro-
viding consultants for schools.

Some of the most articulate
advocates of laboratory approaches
are British. Laboratory approaches
to teaching mathematics have been
used in English primary schools for
many years. The Nuffield Foundation
Mathematics Teaching Prbject has
trained thousands of English primary
school teachers to use laboratory
approaches. Miss Edith Biggs, in
her role as one of "Her Majesty's In-
spectors," has furnished inspired
leadership for English teachers. Miss
Biggs and James MacLean are authors
of q book;. Freedom to_Learn-(AddisPn--
Wesley,-Reading, -Massachusetts,
-1969), which shOuld be studied by
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anyone seriously interested in
laboratory approaches.

Inorder to assess the present
status and future direction of labo-
ratory approaches for teaching mathe-
matics in elementary schools in New
York State, an invitational confer-
ence was held this summer at the
New York State Education Department
in Albany. This conference was
sponsored by the Bureau of Elementa-
ry Curriculum Development in cooper-
ation with the Bureau of Mathematics
Education and the office of ESEA
Title I. The participants are active
leaders in using laboratory ap-
proaches tp..teaching mathematics.
The discusSions which took place at
the conference form the basis for
this report, but the reporVis not
intended as a transcription of the
conference. This report does not
attempt to describe_all_of -the-iS
sues Lhat-were -rdiscussed. As ex-
pected, the participants were not
in perfect agreement on many points.
For this reason it should not be



assumed.that they endorse all state7
ments made here.
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A
LABORATORY
APPROACH?

The phrase, "laboratory ap-
proach," means many different things
to different people. The conference
discussions began with an effort to
have the participants describe what
they considered the essential fea-
tures of a laboratory approach.

Though laboratory approaches
are used in a variety of settings,
the primary characteristic is a
child, or small group of children,
working independently, often using
concrete materials, investigating
some problem replete with possi-
bilities for independent discovery
of important mathematical concepts.
Two examples onTrogressively so-
phisticated levels of discovery may
help to illustrate the above point.

A small group of children may
use loops of string and several
sets of manipulative materials such
as blocks to arrive at basic con-
cepts in set development. Children
may use these materials to illus-
trate such concepts as one to one
correspondence, intersection-of-sets,
union of sets, and subsets.

A small group of children have
gathered together a collection of
cylindrical containers. They in-
vestigate volume using sand and
water. They wrap graph paper around
the cylinders in an effort to ap-
proximate the area. They record
data concerning heights,, diameters,



circumferences, volumes, and area.
They tabulate-and graph their find-
ings. They draw hypothetical con-
clusions concerning relationships
among volume, area, circumference,
and diameter. A certain amount of
direction is provided by the teacher
(perhaps the suggestion has been
ma& to measure circumferences and
diameters) but the children are
encouraged to think up their own
questions.

It is evident .that those who
advocate such an approach are seek-
log to help children to become in-
dependent, confident thinkers.
Children are `provided many oppor-
tunities to:*

. experiment freely with
concrete materials

. formulate hypotheses

. test hypotheses

. communicate findings

*I Do, and I Understand,
Nufffg13-Mathemaics Project, New
York, John Wiley and Sons, 1967)

It is believed that this kind of
experience is compatible with societal
needs, educational objectives, and
the recommendations of psychologists
such as Jean Piaget. Educators who
have visited classes, such as. those
in the Nuffield Mathematics Project,
are impressed by other aspects of a
laboratory approach the children
are interested, enthusiastic and
enjoy their mathematics lessons-,__
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THE
SETTING FOR A
LABORATORY
APPROACH

Ideally, a class using labo-
ratory approlaches has the needed.
facilities at hand, such as an'ex-
tensive supply of visual manipulative
materials, adequate storage spaces,
space for displaying charts and
graphs, worktables, measuring in-
struments, and file space, for stu-
dent records. Obviously, the ideal
situation is rarely found. .Edu-
cators have, devised a variety of
arrangements for using laboratory
approaches;

A school may set aside a room
or rooms for a mathematics
laborapory_Childxencome to

----thi-Slaboratory at various times.

A central storage area may be
provided for latoratory.materi-
als. Teachers check out these
materials and return them when
they are not being used.

Laboratory materials may be
kept in carts which are moved
from place to place as the need
arises.



A teacher of a self-contained
classrooth adapts laboratory ap-
proaches to the needs of her pupils.

'ROLE
OF THE

TEACHER
The conference participants

were agreed that the teacher is the
key to a successful use of laboratory
approaches. A trained, enthusiastic
teacher can establish an effective
setting for laboratory approaches in
spite of.severely

Visitors to the Nuffield Project in
England have seen laboratory ap-
proaches used.with success in over-
crowded buildings built in the first
half of the 19th century.

A critical point fora teacher
is to avoid occupying the center of
the stage as the source of all wis-
dom, Her role in a laboratory ap-
proach is one of participating with
children in making discoVeries. One
of the most difficult tasks is to
resist telling children what they
are supposed to discover.

Observers of classes using
laboratory approaches notice that
teachers work exceptionally hard,
Keeping track of 25 children who are
working on different problems using
a wide assortment of concrete mate,-
rials'keeps a teacher fully occupied
Providing guidance, and assessing
and recording achievement in such a
situation is extremely difficult.
Yet, the teachers obviously enjoy
the experience, and frequently en-
dorse laboratory approaches enthusi-
astically.

Some systems have been able to
recruit and train volunteers from
among parents, secondary school
students, and nearby college stu-
dents who give one or two hours a
week,as mathematics laboratory aides
Such aides have proved very valuable

in keeping track of projects done by
the children and in helping them get
over roadblocks they may encounter.
A teacher using a laboratory ap-
proach needs to be prepared dif-
ferently than a teacher who relies
exclusively on textbook materials.
She must be thoroughly familiar with
the materials and the possibilities
for mathematical learning. She must
have developed a point of view which
fosters uniquely individual effort
on the part of the children. She
must believe she can learn with the,
children. She is ready to recognize
a valuable approach to a problem by
a child regardless of whether she
had anticipated it. In asense,
there are no wrong answers. Every
response of children is worthy of
respect and consideration.,
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The participants noted that
laboratory approaches have particu-
lar value with disadvantaged chil-
dren, especially those weak in
verbal skills. Several instances
were cited of non-English-speaking
children who began working success-
fully and happily in a laboratory
setting. Nonverbal children seem
readier to talk with a teacher using
laboratory approaches. The child
comes to understand that no one'will
say his response is wrong. There
is little pressure on children.



Since few teachers have had
much experience with laboratory -ap-
proaches either in their own school-
ing or in their teacher training, a
strong program.of inservice training
is necessary for a school planning
to utilize this approach in teaching
mathematics. The conference partici-
pants, particularly Donald Anderson,
David Clarkson, Don Cohen, Jane
Downing, George Grossman, and Anne
Peskin have been deeply involved in
providing inservice training. They
insist that teachers Work with the
same materials they will provide
their children.

Teacher edlication institutions
have take"' note of the interest in
laboratory approaches, and are pro-
viding more preservice and inservice
training for teachers in this style
of teaching. Two programs were
cited to illustrate the availability
of programs on different levels for
teachers.

The School of Education of City
College' of New York has offered pre;
service sourses in laboratory ap-
proaches utilizing a workshop format
where teachers work with concrete
materials which will be used in

. laboratory settings.

At Teachers College of Columbia
University a graduate program is
offered on an inservice basis for
practicing teachers., Here also,
teachers have the opportunity to
employ laboratory materials with
children.

In addition, other teacher
education institutions are in the
process or have. initiated mathe:.
matics courses which focus upon
laboratory approaches.
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A warning was issued by con-
ference participants which was
based on experience of a few years
ago. A number of schools tried to
introduce laboratory approaches
simply by purchasing \commercially
prepared packages of concrete mate-
rials and distributing them to
teachers. This. does not work well.
Most of these materials found their
way to the back of closet,shelves
where they remain unused.
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PICTORIAL
REPRESENTATION

Observers of classes using
laboratory approaches, particularly
visitors to prinlary schools in
England, are amazed at the skill
children show in illustrating their
investigations. They make extensive
use of graphs, diagrams, and tables.
Trequently,.the walls of classrooms
are literally covered with charts
and graphs prepared by children.
The skills associated with pictorial
representation are obviously im-
portant. More than that there seem:,
to be a strong motivational factor
involved since the children take
great pride in this part of their
work.



One of the Nuffield Mathematics
Project teacher guides, Pictorial
Representation (John Wiley and Sons
Inc.,, New York), gives an excellent.
ideaof this aspect of a laboratory
approach.

One of the conference partici-'
pants voiced a warning about stress-
ing records and pictorial representa-
tion. Some activities are not
suitable to pictorial representa-
tion. Children should not be forced
to make graphs, diagrams, and charts.
Pictorial representation should be a
natural, enjoyable culmination to an
investigation, not a chore like the
traditional term paper which,fre-
quently takes the pleasure out of
reading the assigned books.

ACTIVITY CARDS
Among the most valuable aids

for teachers inexperienced in labo-.
ratory approaches are activity cards
also known as assignment or task
cards. These cards provide simple
directions for starting an investi-
gation, recording data, examining
hypotheses,. and communicating con-
clusions. It is important to keep
them nonrestrictive, that is, open-
ended. /There is no doubt that they
help ease the teacher's burden of
lesson organization and preparation
Some classes using laboratory ap-
proaches operate with the children
going to a file of activity cards,
selecting a card, gathering materi-
als and going to work, all quite
independently.

Activity cards are available
commercially but a teacher will
adapt these to her own particular
situation, and soon begin to prepare
her own. The following is an ex-
ample of a simple activity card:

Get 36 discs. See how many
'different ways you can ar-
range these discs in
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rectangular arrays. Record
your findings with pictutes
using graph paper. Keep a
record of the "lengths" and
"widths" of the rectangular
arrayS.

DISADVANTAGES

Most of the conference partici-
pants voiced objections to using
the.term, "disadvantages," Since\
they are strongly in favor of
laboratory approaches, they tended
to believe the advantages outweighed

the disadvantages to the point of
obliterating them. However, certain
difficulties are evident:

Few teachers are experienced
in laboratory approaches.

There is a need to acquire
large amounts of concrete manipu-
lative material and measuring de-
vices. However, many materials
can be obtained without cost; pie
plates, boxes, bottle caps, cans,
and plastic containers are but a
few examples.

Few classrooms are well
equipped for laboratory approaches.
It is usually necessary to provide
extensive storage facilities.



Some children not accustomed
to working in a laboratory setting
will need a somewhat lengthy period
of adaptatibn to working
independently.

Laboratory approaches are not
very compatible with stress on the
use of syllabi and standardized
tests, but here it may be that the
uses of the latter may need
reconsideration.

Keeping track of individual
student progress is difficult for
a teacher.

Methods of reporting to parents
other than check lists and grades will
need to be used. The new methods of
'reporting progress may be developed
through inservice education programs
involving teachers who are following
4 mathematics laboratory approach.

There may be some teachers,
and perhaps some children who will
not function effectively using
laboratory approdOes.

LABORATORY
AND

TRADITIONAL
APPROACHES

Traditional approaches stress
the use of pencil, paper, and text-
books. It would be folly to claim
there is no value in traditicnal
programs. Many of the familiar
processes and teaching techniques
are relevant and important. There
is a place for textbooks, for pages
of practice problems, for teacher
exposition, for drill on number
facts, and for learning efficient
algorithms. Most educators will
begin using laboratory approaches
on a small scale until they deter-
mine their appropriate place
relative to their own situations.

GETTING ADVICE
ON

LABORATORY
APPROACHES

Each of the participants will
welcome inquiries from educators
concerning laboratory approaches.
In most cases, they can arrange for
visits to classes using a mathe-
matics laboratories approach. In.

the New York State Education De-
partment the Bureau of Elementary
Curriculum' Development and the
Bureau of Mathematics Education can
provide assistance to school dis-
tricts interested in laboratory
approaches. There is a growing
supply of books, articles, films,
and, commercial manipulative mate-
rials available. The conference
participants recommended:a variety
of materials for teacher study and
use which are included as a part
of this report.

If your school district provides
pupils with mathematics laboratory
experiences, share these experiences
with the Bureau of Mathematics Edu-
cation, Room 306, Albany, N.Y. 12224.
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